Operation
Starting and Stopping the Engine
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Turn engine switch to “On” position
Turn fuel on
Turn choke on during cold starts
Give a quick pull to the recoil.
Allow the unit to warm up and slide the choke off and set throttle to the desired rpm.
Turn engine switch to “Off” position to stop the engine.

Setting Blade Depth
1. With the blades off, squeeze depth control lever up as shown in figure 6.
2. Rotate the handle forward until the blades touch the ground. Push forward one additional notch to set proper depth
for most applications and release lever.
3. Raise the blades to transport the unit across hard surfaces.

Setting Seed Flow
1. Loosen wing nut as shown in figure 7.
2. Rotate dial from 1-11 to increase seed flow. The higher the number the more seed that will be delivered.
3. Tighten wing nut
Note: Different seed types will have different seed flow rates.
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Unit Operation
1. Press down the yellow safety on the handle bars
2. Squeeze the trigger as shown in Figure 8 with your right hand to move the unit forward. The more pressure applied,
the greater the speed. Note: Quickly releasing the controls at speed will abruptly stop the unit. Move the controls
slowly for the best results.
3. Push the thumb pad down for reverse.
4. This unit is equipped with a hydrostatic transmission bypass valve as shown in Figure 9. Engaging the bypass puts the
transmission in neutral, allowing the unit to roll easily.

Usage
1. Set desired cutting depth
2. Push down on the handlebars to raise the front of the unit off the ground and flip the cutter engagement lever
forward as shown in figure 10.
3. Lower the unit into the ground
4. Flip seed flow lever as shown in figure 10.
5. Lift the blades out of the ground when making turns.
Pro Tip:
Make two passes perpendicular to each other over the entire area to ensure proper coverage
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